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If wa (wb) is the number of orbits under the action of A (B) then the number of nonisomorphic permutational products of A and B amalgamating H is bounded by nAHBLet A and B be finite groups and H be a subgroup of A and B. Let S (T) be a left transversal of H in 4(5) and let K = SXTXH. For each a(EA, bE.B we define permutations p(a) and p'ib) of K by is, t, h)pia) = is', t, h') where sha = s'h', is, t, h)p'ib) = is, i', h') where thb = t'h'.
Then p'.a-^pia) and p':&->p'(&) are isomorphisms of A and B into the symmetric group, Sym(iC), on K such that piA)f~\p'iB)=piH) =p'iH).
The permutational product of A and B, with respect to the transversals S and T, amalgamating H is the subgroup of Sym(2£) generated by piA) and p'iB): we shall call this the (5, 7") permutational product of A and B. A different choice of transversals 5 and T may or may not yield a permutational product isomorphic to the (5, T) permutational product. Neumann [l ] has shown that if H is central in A then the isomorphism class of permutational product is independent of the choice of T. Hence, if H is central in A and B, there is only one permutational product amalgamating H, namely the generalized direct product of A and B. This and other facts concerning permutational products will be found in [l ] and the references given there.
In this note we show how some families of transversals S, T yield isomorphic permutational products and so obtain a crude upper bound for the number of possible nonisomorphic permutational products.
Theorem 1.7/5
and T are left transversals of H in A and B, respectively, if xElA and y£73 then the (5, T) permutational product Pi and the ixS, yT) permutational product P2 are isomorphic. To show that Pi and P2 are isomorphic it is sufficient to show that there is a bijection <j>:Ki^>K2 with <p~lpia)4>=aia), 4>~1p'(&)</> = a1 (b) for all a(EA, &£P. We have, if (s, t, h)<f> = ixs, y, t, h), that ixs, yt, ti)<tripia)<t> = is, t, h)Pia)<p = (/, t, h')<p = ixs', yt, h') where s' and h' are given by s'h' = sha. Also ixs, yt, /j)<r(a) = ixs", yt, h") where 5" and h" are given by xs"h" =xsha or, s"h" = sha = s'h'. Thus s' = s" and h' = h". Hence <£_1p(a)0 = <r(a) and similarly 4>~1pib)<t> = ff'ib), as required.
Our second result also enables us to recognize certain permutational products as being isomorphic without actually calculating the groups themselves. 
